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Cycling Examples for the Shadow Vertex Algorithm

Karl Heinz Borgwardt, Gabriele Joas

Abstract

We are primarily interested in the average number of pivot steps, the shadow vertex algo-
rithm takes to solve linear programs. Therefore we have to guarantee that the algorithm
works determined and cycle-free.

First the problems are divided into different classes of degeneracy according to their dif-
ficulty. We will then show that determination is lost with degenerate problems, which
requires an adaption of the shadow vertex algorithm. For an obvious modification of the
algorithm we are able to construct cycling examples for almost all classes of degeneracy,

whereas the shadow vertex algorithm works cycle-free for the rest of them.



Introduction

We consider problems of the form

max ,?g
s.t. oT*<1,...,a\u<1
where r)rfrro,1 s, , ,tam € R" and m ) n.

In addition u € R" -the so-cailed start vector- is given. What it is needed for, will be

explained later.
For all successful probabilistic studies of the simplex algorithm the shadow vertex vari-
ant, which comes close to a modification of the Gass-Saaty algorithm [2], served as the
basis. Borgwardt [1] showed that the average running time of this variant is polynomial, if
the input vectors elt...temt'u and u are distributed independently, identically and sym-
metrically under rotations. The rotation symmetry of the input however implies, that
degenerate problems (the exact definition of degeneracy is given later) only appear with
probabiliiy 0.

It is now our aim to examine the running time of the shadow vertex algorithm even on
degenerate problems. Therefore it must be guaranteed that the shadow vertex algorithm
works determined and cycle-free on these problems. Otherwise, if the probability of cycling
is positive, the average running time grows exceedingly. Then modifications as weil in the
algorithm as in the theoretical proof methods are necessary. The question whether the
shadow vertex algorithm cycles or not is answered in [a]. The authors of [4] discuss a

cycling example, which was introduced in [5]. This example however does not fit into our
special form with constant right side 1. In addition, the feasible region only consists of the
origin, and u is a negative multiple of u, what means that the problem is highly degenerate.

The question whether cycling on our problem type with right side 1 (that implies a full
dimensional feasible region) is possible, remains still open. It is answered positively in this
paper. Besides we examine how "severet' degeneracy has to be to produce cycles. It will
be shown that already harmless degenerate problems, compared to that cited in [4], can

cycle.

In part 1 the shadow vertex algorithm is explained. Especially the geometric differences

between the feasible regions of degenerate and non-degenerate problems are shown.

Afterwards a classification of degenerate problems according to their difficulties is given,
where the related geometry plays an important role.

Part 3 deals with one degenerate vertex. The most important questions in this context
are: Does the shadow vertex algorithm stiil keep its determination in a degenerate vertex?
Are cycles possible? The fi.rst question has to be negotiated.

That is why in the last part we modify the shadow vertex algorithm in the following way.

In each pivot step choose any of the possible entering resp. leaving basis-vectors. However,
for this obvious modification, the second question has to be answered in the affirmative.



In the next step for almost all previously defined degeneracy classes cycling examples are
constructed. For the rest it is proven that the shadow vertex aigorithm works cycle-free.



1. The Shadow Vertex Algorithm

1.L The Geometry

We consider problems of the form:

mux ,T n

s.t. oTr<1,...,oT*<1 (1.i)

where urfirctlt...tdrn€R" and m)n.

In addition a so-called start vector u € R" is given. For the present we are dealing with
non-degenerate problems, afterwards we will show the differences to degenerate problems.

We use the following characterization of non-degeneracy:

Each subset of n l7 elements out of {a1,. . . ,a*} is in general

position (pnmal non-degeneracy), and each n-element subseü of (1.2)

{or,.. .,am,u,u} is Inea,rly independent (polar non-degeneracy)'

We soive problems of the form (1.1) by the shadow vertex variant of the simplex algorithm

introduced by [t]. For this purpose it is useful not to carry out the studies in the primal
space, which contains the feasible region, but in the dual (or polar) space.

By X ,: {* € R" | "T, 
( 1,. ..,a\o < 1} we denote the feasible region, which is a

polyhedron, and is called primal polyhedron. Y ,: {y € R" l a'* < t Ya € Xi is the

corresponding polar polyhedron.
Y lies in the already mentioned dual space. It can easiiy be characterized in the following
way.

Lemma 1: Y : CH(\t&1r.,.,a*), where CH denotes the convex hull.

For a better understanding fig. L shows a primal and its reiated polar polyhedron.

The following lemma clarifies the connection between the primal and the dual space. Here

A,: {At,...,A"} C {1, ...,n't} is an n-element set of indices.

Lemma2: Letr6beavertexof X andl(A) theconvexhullof alla6i,Li € {1,...,n't}
with a[;at : !. Then t(A) is a facet of Y.

If the vertex 14 is non-degenerate, exactly n of the restrictions hold as strict equalities.

As we examine degenerate vertices, it is possible that there are more than n restrictions,

which hold as strict equalities. In both cases we say that t(A) is a boundary polytope
of Y.
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Fig. 1

Let us now consider the geometry standing behind the shadow vertex algorithm, as long
as degeneracy is absent.

Fig. 2 shows the foreground of a polar polyhedron. Let u be the start vector mentioned
earlier, and u the gradient of the objective. Now we explain what this start vector is

needed for. Therefore we consider the primal space. Suppose that phase I of the simplex
algorithm has already been done, and has provided us with a vertex re of X. Then this
vertex should optimize the given objective uTr on X. Now back to fig. 2. In the polar
space we start at this u and move along the plane span(u,u) to u. During this movement
we intersect facets of the polyhedron Y, the so-called boundary simplices. In the primal
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interpretation this means moving on a simplex path from one vertex to the next. Each
facet is spanned by exactly n independent vectors, which build a basis of R'. Passing
over from one facet to the next, we have to perform a pivot step, what means that one

vector leaves the basis, while another vector enters it. These vectors are called leaving
resp. entering vector. Arriving at u we get the optimal boundary polytope, and therefore
the optimal basis, and the algorithm stops. These results are summarized in the following
lemma.

Lemrna 3: The boundary polytopes which intersect CC(u,r): {y I y : \u} pu,
) ) 0, p > 0j C span(u,u) can be arranged uniquely in a secluence I(Ao), . . ., X(A"),
such that N * A^1 for i + j, L.; and A,;.4 differ only in one element, and o,rc(zi,D) >_

arc(z;a1,u) for every pair (zi,z;'r1) with zi € I(A;) ) span(u,u), zi+I € I(Ar+1) n
span(u,u).

Rernark: If the problem has an optimal solution, I(A.,) is the boundary polytope
belonging to the optimal vertex in X. If the problem is unbounded, I(A") corresponds to
the vertex r", where it becomes obvious that the problem has no solution.

The proofs to all three lemmas as well as primal and dual descriptions of the algorithm
can be found in [1].

Now let us deai with degenerate problems, which result from the violation of the general
position condition. First we want to examine the situation rvhen one degenerate boundary
polytope is at hand like in figure 3.
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Here both boundary polytopes are spanned by more than n (in our case r, : 3) vectors,
namely dy.t...,46, which implies degeneracy. Each restriction induced by the 6 vectors
holds with equality in a vertex of the primal polyhedron X.

In principle the shadow vertex algorithm works under degeneracy like in non-degenerate
cases, which we aiready explained. As single facets can be spanned by more than n vectors,
we eventually have to perform pivot steps during crossing one facet.
In figure 4 ihe number of pivot steps (comp. fig. 2) can grow from 4 to 7, because the
boundary polytopes CH(aa,at,a;3) and CH(a4,a81as) possibly are not run through in
one single step. A possible seguence of basis for the simplex path is e.g.:

(or,oto,an) 
- 

(on,oto,an) 
- 

(on,or,a1,2) 
- 

(oo,or,arr) *
(onror,arr) + (oo,or, ars) + (ou,on,ars) * (o5, os,ae)

Fig. a

Degeneracy can also have its origin in the fact, that there exist i, 2 < i < n, vectors out of

{ot,...t&mtu,u}, which are linearly dependent. The harmless case is, if n of the vectors

{or,...,e*} are linearly dependent. Then these vectors do not form a basis, and hence
no vertex in the primal space. So this n-element vector set cannot contribute additional
pivot steps, and it does not need to be considered in our theoretical analysis. But if the
vectors u and u are involved, then the situation is more complicated and the algorithm
may be stalled, and "ambiguities" may occur. Different facets of Y can have more than
one common point belonging to CC(uru), or one point of. CC(u,u) is contained in more
than two facets of. Y. (These cases are excluded under non-degeneracy!) Out of this one

can already see, that degenerate problems can have different complexities. That is why we

want to classify degeneracy formally. But before doing that, let us explain the numerics
behind the shadow vertex algorithm.



1.2 Numerical Realization

In this part we want to introduce the tableau representation, which we will refer from now
on.

In each vertex 14 of X at least n restrictions af,r: t hold with equality, and there exist
exactly n restriction vectors out of them, which build a basis of R". Assume &aLt...t&an
is such a basis with A : {41,. . .,At} C {1, ...rm}. We are now abie to represent each of
the vectors 01:. .,tem,ttl,ru as a linear combination of these basis vectors. Then the entries

of the simplex tableau reflect the coefficients of the linear combinations.

O,1 Q,n dn*l Cl,rn U u

dLt

:

&L"

1 0

'Ynt

0 i

a

a

1

n

0t

i,
0 ... 0 vn*1 iu,,, Q, Q"

W,l.o.g. A: {1, ...,n}. Thevalues ür,...,ü* are theslacks 7-af,16r'i,:!,...,m, Q,
and Q,, are the objective values of. uT r resp. u?r.
A vertex ra of X is optimal, if a6 > 0 Vk - 1,...,n, because then u lies in the polar
cone of the corresponding restrictions, which are active in 14. If there is an o7, < 0

(k e {1,. . . , n}), then the actual basis is not yet optimal, and we have to perform a pivot
step. That means a basis vector o1 (/ e A, /: Ai) with cl ( 0 is replaced by oi with
j/^.
In a pivot step the following conditions must be true:

a;(0, ^fij<0 and

üj-*u*9
^{ij },r,2o 

j*

{oa.,...,oai-1 )aj)aai+Ls..,tctra,} is then the new basis and we can calculate a new

tableau. If ni ) 0 for i with o6 ( 0 and j - 1.,...,rn) then u?r is unbounded over

X,

il
\y,,

il
i[r

Until now it is

(ke{1,...,??}).
condition:

not clear which row to choose, if more than one ap is less than zero

The leaving vector in the shadow vertex variant has to fullfii the following

-0t
ai

' -9nmrn
a1(0

8



2, Classification of Degeneracy

For all later considerations we assume:

Each n-element subset {r,at, , , . ,dn-! } and

each n-element subset {u,At t . . . tdn-L} with

{atr. . .tdn-t} C {ot ,. . . ,a*} is linearly independent.

(2.1)

The number of spanning vectors of a boundary polytope as well as the degree of linear
dependence of the input vectors are the central quantities for a classification.

Deffnition 1: Aboundary polytope X(A) : CH(at1:...: anl"), p)_n of Y, whichis
intersected by CC(u,,u) belongs to the degeneracy class D(p,a, B) with:

a:: i, if every n-element subseü out of {oor, ...t&ap} is linearly lndependent.

e, :: d, if there exist n vectors out of {oot , . . . t ctrap}, which are linearly dependent.

B::i, i € N, 1<i < n-L,if thereisaw €CC(u,u)nE(A) whichhasarcpresentation
w: \tq +...+ Ä;ai where )r,...,)4 ) 0, Xl=r)r:1 and{a1,...,o1} C

{oo', . . .teap}, but there is no w e CC(u,,u) n X(A) , which can be represented
by less than i vectors out of {o*,. . ,taap} in the way mentioned above.

Deffnition 2: A problem of the form (1.1) belongs to the degeneracy class

- D(p,i,/t), if all of the boundary polytopes of Y belong to the degeneracy class

D(k,i,p), n 1k 1p, 0 ) 0t, if (at least) one boundary polytope belongs to the
class D(lc,i, gt), and (at least) one boundary polytope is spanned by p vectors.

- D(p,d,flz), if allboundary polytopes of Y belong to the class D(k,.,0), n 1k (-p,
0 2 02, and if (at least) one bounda,ry polytope belongs to the class D(lc,d,0), 0 2 02,
and one to the class D(k,.,0r), and if (at least) one boundary polytope is spanned by
p vectors.

What does this classification mean graphically? Fig. 5 answers this question. Boundary
polytopes X(A) : CH(at,...,as) c Rs seen from above are shown in the following.

(ii), (iii), (v), and (vi) of the following figure are primally as well as polarly degenerate.

The critical points are responsible for (ii), (iii), (v), and (vi) belonging to an "unpleasant"
degeneracy class, for there exist (linear) dependencies between u, v, and the a-vectors.

Loosely speaking: The smaller the value of. B,lhe worse is the degree of degeneracy.

The next step is to examine the performance of the simplex algorithm within a single

degenerate boundary poiytope.



(i) D(5,i,"-t):D(5,i,2)

(ii) D(5,i,n - 2) : D(6,i,L)

(iii) D(5,i,n - 2) : D(5,i,I)

-T-l

--::-7

r critical points

10



(iu) D(5,d,n - L): D(5,d,2)

(u) D(5,d,n - 2) : D(5,d,L)

D(5,d,n-2): D(5,d,L)(ui)

qs

4d (4t)

Fig. 5
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3. Examination of the Shadow Vertex Algorithm
Within a Degenerate Boundary Polytope

We now know the geometrical background of degeneracy. Let us examine, whether the
shadow vertex algorithm keeps its distinctness under degeneracy, and whether cycling is
possible. For the shadow vertex algorithm guarantees that the objective function grows
from vertex to vertex, cycling can (if at ali) arise only within a vertex (primal) or a
boundary polytope (polar). That is why we concentrate on the examination of one single
boundary polytope, which is spanned by p > n restriction vectors.

We want to remark that the shadow vertex algorithm does not necessarily work definite
on degenerate problems, as it is the case with non-degenerate ones. Ambiguities can arise
with the choice of the leaving vector as well as with the entering vector. Let us discuss
this phenomenon by looking at (iii) of fig. 5.

Assume the present basis is (a2,a,sje1). The next basis can be (o3 )a41a5) or (a1 tazt&s)t
which makes clear that the leaving vector is not unique. After the choice of the leaving
vector, sa! a2, as well (or,ot, o5) as (or,on,a5) is a suitable basis (ambiguity of the entering
vector!). The same argumentation is valid for (ii), (v), and (vi).

For the degeneracy class D(.,.)n- 1) at least the leaving vector is determined uniquely
(compare (i) and (iv)). This insight leads to the following lemmata, which can be proved
easily.

Lemma 4: The shadow vertex algorithm works cycle free on problems of the class

D(p,.,?? - 1).

Lemma 5: For all D(p,.,n-i)-problems, i ) 1, ambiguities concerning the entering
vector may occur.

Remark: The ambiguity of the entering vector has the following geometrical interpre-
tation. The leaving vector o6 lies in one of the two halfspaces divided by the hyperplane
through the other basis vectors {a1 ,. . . ,dn} \ {al} and the origin. Now there are several
vectors out of {oot, . , .teap } > {at ,. . .,dn} situated in the other halfspace. These are all
possible candidates for entering the basis.

We have all seen that the distinctness of the shadow vertex algorithm is lost with degenerate
problems. We therefore have to give an instruction how to handle ambiguities.

An obvious modification of the shadow vertex algorithm with degenerate problems is the
following:

(i) We apply the shadow vertex rule as long as distinction is guaranteed.

(ii) If there are any ambiguities, then we choose the leaving or entering veetor arbitrarily
among the possible vectors.

72



This selection rule is only sensible, if the so modified shadow vertex algorithm works cycle-
free *. We want to examine that in the following section.

4. Construction of Cycling Examples

At the present we conjecture, that for all degeneracy classes D(p,.,r-i), p ) n, i > 2 there
exist cycling examples. But it is impossible for us to create one for the class D(p,.,n -2)
in R3. That is why we pass over to Ra. W" exert ourselves for choosing the input data
of the cycling examples as simple as possible to make the calculations easy. Since the
generating vectors of the boundary polytope (zz - 1-dimensional, that means 3-dimensional
in R4!) lie all in one hyperplane of Ra, we carl fix their fourth component to 1. We design

, D(.,.,l)-cycling example, that means there exists a point saf o4+, the so-called critical
point, which is a conical combination of u and u.

a6+ i: (0,0,e,1)", e > 0, , ,: (0, 0,ü,!)7, ü I e and

, ,: (0, 0, D, L)", ü ) e yields e6t :: )1u f )2u with

)r : 1- )2, \r: ?, o ( )1, .\2 ( 1,u-u
and we get what we wished.

(4.1)

For simplicity we choose the third component of the remaining vectors of the boundary
polytope X(A) equal to zeto, their first two entries can be chosen arbitrarily.

Geometricaily speaking we search a circle of basis, such that the following holds:

In every pivot step a set of n- 1 basis vectors {ät,. . .,än-L} C {o6t,. . .,, aan}
stays in the basis, whose iinear hull separates the vector än :: {oor, . . . , oa" }\
{dtr...rän-L} and the objective vector u. ö,, is then replaced by a vector
0, e {a1,. . ., c*}\{oot, . . . t ea,}, which lies in the same halfspace as u relative
to span(ä1r. . .rän-t).

(4.2)

Now we search for a sequence of basis with the above property and the additional condition,
that after a finite number of steps we get a basis already obtained. For this purpose the
critical point 06+ must not leave the basis, for that would mean a step forward on the
span(u,u)-plane into direction u, and hence no cycle would be possible.

Cycling exampies shall now be designed on a piece of paper. Therefore we have to translate
our previous ideas into R2, especially prescription (a.2).

For simplicity we will omit the word "modified" in the following. In connection with
degenerate probiems, however, it would have to be added.

13



Fbom up to now by d,6i €R2 we denote the  -dimensional basis vectors o4d truncated by

their last two compon"rrtr. If we choose the input vectors as described in (4'1)' we observe

the following Phenomenon:

Theorem I-: Let L,- {oa, t...t&Aa} be a basjsof Ra anda6o acriticalpoint' o6r is

a possible leaving vector, iff a6, lies-ii the same halfplane as a6t telative to t'he straight

Iine containing a6z and a6u'

proof. Let r be the normal vector on the hyperplane I/(0, Q6z,ct,6s,aa'o)

v - (e(a26u - o'or),-e(of," - olr), a26"a!6' - a26'a16"'e(a\'a16" - a26"at6'))T

with e as in (4.1). The normal vector on the straight line containing zaz and oas is then

v : (e(a26" - oLr;, -e(af,u - oto))r

o4r is a possibie leaving vector -' sgn(rraa') - -sgn(rTu)

t-' sgnl(a26raL6"-aL6ra26r)+(af;" -a26")al6r'-(oL, -aL6')a26'f 
: -sgnlaL5'a26"-a26'1L"f

(4.3)

fT A6, : e(a2yuaLaz - aL6sa26) -: c f 0 (4.4)

It remains to show:

(4.5)

(4.6)

tT a6+ 1 c and tT a6,

or

FT a6+ ) c and' fT a6,

<c

>c

We know:
fT a6o :0
fT a6, : e(a2t" - a26r)al6r 1 e(af,, - of,t;of,t

We have to distinguish between c ) 0 and c < 0'

l..c>0
Let us show (4.5). From (4.3) and (4'4) follows:

(a26rat6u - aL6ra26")* (o2a, - a\')a16' - (olt - al6')a26' <0

r'a\t

T4



2.c10
Let us show (4.6). From (4.3) and (4.4) follows:

-

(a26raL6" - aL6ra26")* (af,r - o2ar)ol' - (rL. - af,r;of,' > O

<-+ e(a25"ar6, - a2a.zaL5r) < e(of;r - o2ar)ol. - e(of,' - a16r)a26,

sgn(rra6t): tgn(rra*)

r. sgn(a\re(a26" - o'a,r) - otare(af,' - o'a.r)) : sgrr(0) : 0

* af,, (ol,r - o'a,r) - a26r(a16" - or^r) : o

+
c

(4.7)

ssn(rra6'' 

=',',:![:{"':i: 
-:i,':t:]:(o'o" 

- a2o')alo' - (ol" - &'a')o2^i(!)

: -sgn(al6ra26" - a26raL5") :

- -sgn(rT u)

l
Using all previous results, we now can specify cycling examples of the class D(p,.,n - 3)
(: D(p,.,1)) in the space Ra. We consider only a small selection, which should clarify the
geometry.

Fig. 6-8 show boundary polytopes of this kind with regular shape. Since we operate in
R4, the boundary polytopes are 3-dimensional (facets!). We consider such a boundary
polytope t(A) where X(A) : Y fl {* | *n : 1}. This means, that the boundary polytope
has distance L from the origin in ra-direction. F\r.rthermore all points of the boundary
polytope but the critical one should span one of the polytope's facets. These points are

marked by a black dot in fig. 6-8, and have a zero-entry in their third component. This
special position in direction 13 is not absolutly necessary for constructing cyciing examples,
but it simplifies the graphical as well as the computational representation. The critical
point, which has to stay in the basis during the cycie is marked by a cross. It lies on
span(u,u) and it's third component rs is equal to e with e ) 0.

Hence what we see in our figures is the two-dimensional projection (onto the first two
components s1 and a2) of. the three-dimensional boundary polytope in the 4-dimensional
space.

11 aa7

15



The principle behind the construction of all three figures is the following: Let us ignore the

critical point for a while, since it does not leave the basis during the whole cycle, and let

us concentrate on the remaining three basis vectors. Because of our choice, ihey lie in the

two-dimensional plane and form triangles (linear independence!). According to theorem

1 we have to remove that vertex of the triangle from the basis, which lies in the same

halfplane as the critical point relative to the straight line containing the other two vertices

of the triangle. This point is then replaced by a point of the opposite halfplane. After
a finite number of exchanges of this kind we have to return to the start triangle to get a
cycle.

E(A) : CH(at,...,at)

Fig. 6

t(A) -CH(at,...,4s)

Fig. 7

16



X(A):CH(at,...,@ra)
4€

Fig. 8

Fbom appendix I-III one can draw the calculations to the fig. 6-8.

We now discuss a cycling example related to fig. 6 at fuli length. Therefore we assign
concrete numbers to the vectors, such that we qualitatively get fig. 6. Afterwards we
explain by this figure the construction of a cycle. Last but not least we show the cycling
by explicit calculation of the tableaus.

e1 i: (-4.5, -2.25,0, 1)",

ctrs i: (2,, -1..25,0, 1)",

es i: (0.5, 6.25, 0, 1)",

o,7 t: (0, 0, 1, 1)",

u :: (0,0, -1,l.)",

e2 i: (6, -4.75,0, 1)r,
(tr4 i: (0,2.75,0, 1)T,

a6 i: (-2, -I.2b, 0, 1)",

, ,: (0, 0,2,1)r.

This assignment yields a somehow distorted image of fig. 6 which however owns the
same geometric properties and is shown in fig. 9. It has the advantage, that during the
calculation (exact, since we use integer arithmetic!) only numbers with moderate size

appear. We start wiih the basis A : {3, 4,,217} and get the following tableau restricted
to the boundary polytope:

aa1 ap

a" 46

t7



X(A) : CH(at,. ..,e7)

46:

Fig. I

A2 ag o,4

Ag

A4

A2

4,7

ttls
-4le
-ttle
-1

413
2ele
rls
-1

-1-1

Only a3 can leave the basis. span(a4,azta7) separates u and a3. According to theorem
1 that is equivalent to the fact that in the two-dimensional projection the straight line
containing o2 and oa does not sepa,rate o3 and a7. During the cycle d7 rr€ver leaves the
basis.

Flom up to now for the leaving vector all those vectors come into question, which lie in the
same halfplane as ä7 relative to the straight line containing the remaining basis vectors.
Lel a5 be the entering vector. Then the tableau looks as follows:

A,g

a4

A2

a7

-t_

851t2 010 -ttl4 1,313 o

-t07136 0 0 1 ttl4 -tLle 0

-281e 10 0 1 -t619 0

0000001

-85/33 0 -4ltt 01-52133 0

37le 0 1 1 0 2519 0

-53199 14lLL 0 0 -20lee 0

0000001

18



a4 ot o,2 maf leave the basis. äa lies namely in the same halfplane as a7 relative to
G1 :: {, | *: az* }(au - -az), \ € It}, and ä2 lies in the same halfplane as a7 relative
toG2,: {* l*:A+*\(aa-a+), ) € R}. We choose a,2 as leavingand a6 as entering
vector.

A4 d5 A,6 A,7

-tt15
1,914

-1r120
-1

Lel aa be the leaving vector, for

{* I * : os * )(au - as), ) € R}.
o7 and aa lie in the same halfplane relative to G3

Let a1 be the entering vector.

O,g 0,6 {17

a5

A4

A6

4,7

-1-1

Ag

a1

A6

a7

e165

-relr3
21.6165

-1

-1 -1

1 and 3 are possible pivot rows, since o5 and a7 lie in the same halfplane relative to
Ga: {* | *: ar* )(au - ar), Ä € R}. The same is true for a6 andaT and the straight
line defined by a1 and 45. Let us choose row L and column 3 to perform a pivot step. We
get:

ag a4

A3

A1

A6

a7

-e116
-512
8Llt6
-1

-1-1

According to the scheme repeatedly described we now choose 06 and a2 and get:
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815 -3e15 -7615 o

-t314 5514 6 1

53120 -eel2o -sl\ 0

i00
000
010
001

0 *67165 -76165 32165 1 0 0

L -55113 -24113 -4113 0 0 0

0 407165 201165 53165 0 1 0

0000001

0 67116 1 -2 -651t6 0 0

t 712 0 -4 -1512 0 0

0 -107176 0 7 20tlt6 r. 0

0000001



001
100
010
000

2551ß7

-361t07
-t121707

0

407 lt07
-eelt07
-20r1t07

0

67 l1o7 o

561107 o

-1,61107 0

01

O,1 a2 ag

Ag

A1

A2

O,7

27e lt07
16lt07

-811107
-1

-1

Assume we choose o1 as the leaving vector, and oa as the entering vector, then we get the
basis A: {3,4,2,7}, i.e. the start basis. That means we have constructed a cycle (also

compare the calculations in the appendix).

Now it is obvious how to construct D(p,.,1)-cycling examples in higher dimensions n ) 5.

(4.8)

Design u D(pr.,1)-cycling example of Ra as already explained.

To get a cycling example in the rz-dimensional space, extend the 4-dimensional
vectors by r, - 4 entries with value zero. In addition a linearly independent

completion of the n - 4 vectors is needed. For that purpose we choose (w.l.o.g.

14 : 7 for all points of the boundary polytope as in our examples)

a! :- (0, 0,0, !, 
"T-n)r ,

al :: (0,0,0, 1, 
"T-o)T ,

al-n ::(0, 0,0, 1,, 
"7--t)' ,

where ef,-a is the ith unit vector of dimension n, - 4.

For the start tableau choose gt,...,Ba and o1;...,4a like in the 4-dimensional

start tableau and e5 : . .. - dn i: QL, gs : "' : 0n ;: At. Again aa+ is the
vector not leaving the basis during the whole cycle.

Remark: By pivoting on the vectors a4r ) e,42, and a4s we can produce a cycle analogous

to the 4-dimensional case (compare proof of lemma 6).

In the next step we generalize the degree of degeneracy, i.e. we design D(p,.,a)-cycling
examples, where 1< i < n-3, and the dimension n of the space is arbitrarily chosen.

Step 3:

20



(4.e)

This construction is the same as in (a.8) besides Step 3. Instead of we perform Step 3'.

Step 3': For the start tableau choose 0t,. .. , Ba and o4t. .. , aa like in the 4-dimensional
start tableau. Besides di:: cv1 and 0i r: fufor all j:5,...,n-i+1,
ei :: qE, 0j :: 0+ otherwise.

Remark:
1. By pivoting on the vectors d5t, e,6z and o4u we carl again produce a cycle analogous

to the 4-dimensional case (compare proof of lemma 6).

2. In the start tableau we have ai ) 0 at most n - 3 times (compare Step 3' and the
construction of the 4-dimensional cycling example). The corresponding basis vectors
have to stay in the basis. The most harmless degree of degeneracy, we can produce
by this construction, is therefore D(p,.,?? - 3).

Lemma 6: ft.8) and @.9) produce cycling examples of the desired degeneracy cJasses.

Proof. We try to construct a D(p,., a)-cycling example in the space of dimension n. The
start tableau looks according to (a.8) and (4.9) as follows:

al,-t

aat
aa2
qag

aa4

air-a

The second part of the u-column contains i - L entries of value aa and n - i - 3 entries of
value o1.

Let a1 t . . . t &m be the vectors we get from the 4-dimensional cycling example extended by
n - 4 entries of value zeto. a44 is the vector, which does not leave the basis during the
cycle. Let af , . ..,a\,-a be the linearly independent completion of the R'. They will never

o,i

:

0t
0,
0t
0n

0t

;,
o
P4

:

0t

Q"Q"

(tu) 
'=,,..,"t=1,...'m

2l



leave the basis since they are absolutely necessary for it (no negative 7-entry in this part
of the tableau!).

Note that R" is the direct sum of span(a1,...,a*) and span(el.,...,alr-a). In the first
four lines the entries of o1 t , . . ,t dm are therefore the same as in the 4-dimensional case,

because this upper part of the tableau is only generated by ott.,,tam.The same is true
for the corresponding part of the columns u and u. This implies that the cycles produced
by ott...tam in the 4-dimensional case also lead to cycles in R".

Let .\: L and p: -#: -*: -# > 0.

Then

\u|1tu:

:

n a+9tP4_T
Therefore the vector \u | 1tu can be represented by i basis-vectors, and this means that
the degeneracy class D(p,,.,i) is at hand. !
Now we know, that the shadow vertex algorithm works cycle-free on D(p,., n-1)-problems,
but there exist cycling examples for the classes D(p,.,r-i), i > 3. It remains the question
whether cycling for the class D(p,.)n- 2) is possible. In the following we will prove the
finiteness of the shadow vertex algorithm for this kind of problems. For that purpose we

need some more lemmata.

Lemma 7: Assume a problem of the class D(p,.)n -2), p > n is at hand. Then therc
exist i,,j e {1, ...,n}, i, { j with

c;(o,oi(o _*:_* and

-9t . -E! vk e {1, ...,n}\ {i, j} wherec,, ( 0.ai ak

Proof. According to the definition of. D(p,.,n-2), span(u,u) intersects the present cone

CC(a6, t. . .ta^n) in a (n * 2)-dimensional face.

--+ li,,j,e {1,...,n},i* j and l,\, I€R+ with

gnl \a*> 0 V) € (), )l Vk € {1,...,"}\{i,i}

0

0

0
a a+ßt

O1

0

ö
n qaßr
P4_T

0t
0z

0e

0+

0t

B,
0+

p,

-0t
-0,

a
-P3

_ a+Fr
O1

-0t

-'gt
-a+9tO1

_&
A1



g;*\ar:0
git\ai:g (4.10)

_\_ _0r __0i
ai qj

(a,;, ai f 0 comp. (2.1)!)

and X.-EL v,be ({1,...,,?i\ {i,i})n{klor<0}ak

We now show o1 < 0, ai < 0.

&*\at>0 V.\e (^, I)
B1 *\a1 >0 VÄe (LI)

Assume o; ) 0 --+ Ve > 0 the following holds:

& + ()' * e)q : & *I"r + .ea;.) 0

-;- 
;-

This is a contradiction to (4.10). For ai we argue analogously. I
Lemma 8: We assume (2.1). For 2-dimensional problems there can only be an arnbi-

guity in the frrst pivot step choosing the leaving vector. Afterwards each leaving vector is
defrnitely determined.

Proof. In the following we assume that neither unboundedness nor optimality is achieved,

since otherwise we could stop. -+ 3 a; ( 0, 'i € {1,2}.
The only critical case is, if ar ( 0 and a2 10 besides

-o'--o'-,^, )>0.
A1 Ot2

Otherwise the leaving vector is at hand.

Let

-9t --0r:r\, )>0.
Ot1 A2

- 0t: (-))ot
B2:(-\)az - fu)0,02)0

-+ u is a negative multiple of u, i.e. u and u are linearly dependent. The situation is as

follows:



YcR2

Here we are in the start simplex, i.e. in the first pivot step. If we now choose the pivot row
arbitrarily (w.l.o.g. the first row) the up-date achieves that oi ) 0. Then either optimality
or one of the harmless cases is at hand. I
Lemma 9: The orthogonal projectionll of the vectors ert.. .,amtutu onto the ofthog-
onal complement of span(aa,b*l:. . ,tctran) for a k e {L,... ,n} does not change the entries
of the first k tableau lines.

Proof.
Il(oao1') : "' : fl(aa") :0

--+ II(o1) : II : I 7i,;II(a6;) : t T,iTI(aai)
j=t j=L

For the columns u and u we argue analogously.

Lemma 1-0: By pivoting only in two frxed rows no cycle can arise.

Proof. W.l.o.g. we consider only the first and the second row of our tableaus as well as the
slack part. This shortened tableau is then interpreted as the tableau of a 2-dimensional
linear program. Besides we restrict ourselves on the columns, which have a zero entry in
the slack part, i.e. on the p, p ) n generating vectors of the boundary polytope, for oniy
these (if at all) can produce a cycle. We then get a start tableau of the form:

fI

di : I ^ljia^i
:- r
J_L

(ä.,,,'^,)

I
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W.l.o.g. we choose d6 ä,s the leaving vector. In the next pivot step it will be replaced by
a6,. According to lemma 9 we can interpret the columns of the tableau as vectors in R2

represented by the canonical basis. Assume (w.l.o.g.) that the vectors are numbered such

that
Qo 1 arc(-u,ai) I arc(-u,at+t) < 180" Vi e {1,... ,p}.

Q i: {),u,I e R} divides the R2 into two halfplanes denoted by Mt and M2.

t € {1, .. .,,p - 7} v
F

?-" <__=.__=..-

We have to distinguish two cases.

Casel, ak'€MtAa1 €M2 V ek,€MzAa1 €.M1
G' :- {pat, p € R} divides the R2 into two halfspaces, one containing -u
and the other containing u. Then op lies in that halfspace, which contains u.

According to our assumption of case t, u € CC(ap,,o1), and we can stop.

Case 2: e,k, ) el e Mt V ak', al € Mz

-r arc(-u,ak,) > arc(-u,a1) -) kt > I

As long as case 2 is at hand, we must repeat the procedure increasing the indices of the
entering vector. Therefore case 2 can occur at most p - I times. Hence after at most p
pivot steps case 1 must apply. This mea,ns that cycling is excluded. !

Lemma I-1: Consider u D(p,.)n - 2)-problem wherc (w.Lo.g.) u * tiu : )eaas *
"'*)rroan:: PL, )g,. ,,r\, ) 0. TÄen noneof thevectotscllsr...raan canbetemoved
ftom the basis without leavin1 Pt, which resulüs in an increase of p,.

Proof.
P, : u * pu : )344s + ... + ),na6n

P2 :: u * itu : TL&LI * r12a6, * rlaa6+ + ... + \ndt"

ll4

He
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W.l.o.g. we remove a4s from the basis.

Assume F: ir (<-+ u * Fu - u I itu {+ Pt : Pz)

-r )sa4s +... + \na5n : Ttayt * q2a6z * rl+atn+... + Tln&an

e nLaa.L +q2o,a2 - )sa6s *(rtn - )a)oao +...+ (n"- ),r)o6" - 0

- TL: ?z:,\g :0, T+: \+r.,.r\n: )r,

because {oot, ...t&an} is a basis of R". Since Äe : 0 we do not have u D(p,.,n -2)-
problembuta D(p,.,n-3)-probiem. -. u+fi - ir>tt. !

Theorem 2: The shadow vertex algodthm works cycle-free on D(p,.,n -2)-problems.

Proof. If at all cycles can arise, then arriving at P1 (comp. lemma 11). Pt - u * Fu :
)sa6s + ... + \na5" where )r,...,),, ) 0.

Assume there is a cycle around P1. According to iemma 11. none of the vectors oas,. ..tctran
is allowed to leave the basis during the cycle, since otherwise P1 would be left. Therefore
the cycle has to be produced by pivoting in the first two lines of the tableau. But this is
a contradiction to iemma 10.

Corollaryt In Rs ühe shadow vertex algorithm works cycle-free.

This fact explains, why our efforts to construct cycling examples in Rs have failed, and

why we have been successful in Ra.

Conclusion:

We have seen that the modified shadow vertex algorithm loses its distinctness on degenerate
problems. While on D(p,.)n- 1) and D(p,.,n-2)-problems it works cycie-free, for all
other degeneracy classes cycles can arise. For our examinations, the probabilistic analysis
of the shadow vertex algorithm, cycling has to be prevented. For this purpose we either
must disturb the degenerate problems such that non-degenerate ones result from that, or
we have to restrict our considerations only on D(p,.rn - t) and D(p, .)n - 2)-problems.

The detailed discussion of appropriate perturbation methods would be too lengthy and

should not be done within this paper.

!
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